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ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS,

Gentlemen,

It has been customary at each anniversary meeting for your Presi-

dent to address a few observations to you on the state and prospects

of this Society, and on the general progress of Entomology during

the past year. Although I have no inclination to discontinue this

practice, because, it cannot be doubted, retrospection of our affairs,

whether public or private, must necessarily tend to good,—by re-

minding us of what we need, of what we should correct, or of what

we should still further advance,—I fear that the little information I

possess may be insufficient to furnish that which it is my duty to

supply. I am embarrassed also with the apprehension that I may
not have been so efficient in this chair as you anticipated, when you
did me the honour to elect me. I can only hope, therefore, that

you will receive this assurance that I have constantly had for my
object the welfare of the Society, entirely unmindful of personal or

private interests. I thank you most cordially for the honour you
have done me; and if, in the choice of Officers and Council for the

forthcoming year, you still think me worthy of your consideration, I

shall not fail to continue to promote to my utmost the welfare of

this Society.

In regard fo the progress that has been made during the last year,

I cannot omit, first of all, to remind you, that although the finances

of the Society are still equal to the expenditure, they are not quite

in so favourable a condition as heretofore. It has been to the

judicious and careful arrangement and attention of our highly

respected and excellent Treasurer, Mr. Yarrell, that this Society

is chiefiy indebted for the preservation of its very best interests

;

and it has been by his careful consideration, and by that of our in-

defatigable Secretary, Mr. Westwood, that the expenses of the

Society have hitherto been restrained within the actual income.

This first and great consideration, the state of our finances, has

deterred your Council from fully carrying out a design that has

been warmly entertained,—that of publishing two parts of our

Transactions every year. One part only, which has now just ap-

peared, and completes the third volume, has been published during

the past year. I trust, however, that the funds of tlie Society will

be improved by the exertions of our members, and that the Council
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will still be enabled to follow out the good intention of publishing
with more despateh.

The diminution of our resources has arisen from two circum-
stances, over which your Council has had no control : first, the
discontinuance of the engagement with the Meteorological Society

;

and secondly, the omission of some of our non-resident members to

transmit to our Treasurer the amount of their contributions. I trust

that this circumstance will not long be allowed by our friends to

operate prejudicially to the interests of Entomology.
The number of members on our list is slightly reduced since our

last meeting. Although we have elected two ordinary members, and
have received but one resignation, I regret to state that we have
been deprived by death of Mr. Harnes of St. Luke’s Hospital, of

George Hely, Esq. of Johnston in Ireland, and of our highly di-

stinguished corresjjonding member. Sir R. K. Porter, in Russia. I

may however congratulate the Society on the addition of two most
distinguished names to our list of honorary foreign members, those of

Professor Milne Edwards of Paris, and Professor Kdllar of Vienna,

—

names that would do honour to science in any age or country.

I have great pleasure also in informing the Society that a letter has

just been received from our corresponding member, Mr. Stephenson,

dated “August 1843,” from Wellington, New Zealand, announcing

his safe arrival at that place, after a passage of five months ; and that

he has already been very successful in his entomological captures.

It is now my pleasing duty to state that our Library has received a

considerable increase during the past year, through the very liberal

donations of various societies and authors. Amongst the more im-

portant donations, I am proud to mention that of the Royal Society

of London, of the Philosophical Transactions from 1839 to 1842
inclusive, comprising eight parts; and also the Proceedings of the

Royal Society for the same period. The Royal Society of Agri-

culture also continues to favour us with a copy of its Transactions

as they are published. Among the foreign societies that have sent

us their Transactions, are the Natural History Society of Boston in

America, and the Natural History Society of Moscow ; the Royal

Societies of Bavaria, of Brussels and of Liege, and the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of Lyons. These donations, independently of their

intrinsic value, prove to us that our efforts are not overlooked by

the scientific bodies of Europe and America, and that the Entomo-

logical Society of London is entitled to the support of the scientific

men of this country. A further proof of this, in addition to that

which I have just mentioned, is given in the contributions we are

receiving for our library of the works of distinguished foreign natu-

ralists. Among these I may notice especially, as received during

the last year, those from our honorary foreign members. Professor

Pictet, Count Mannerheim, Dr. Schonherr, the Marquis Spinolaand

the Abbe Bourlet. Besides these contributions, we have received

many others from naturalists in this country, among which I may

also especially notice a series of valuable papers by Mr. Goodsir, on

many new and exceedingly interesting Crustaceans from the Frith



of Fortli. Tiie wliole number of volumes and printed communica-
tions that have been added to our library, by the contributions of

our friends during the past year, amounts to nearly one hundred
separate publications. This is an addition on which I may well

congratulate the Society, as affording us an easy means of reference

and research.

The interests of practical Entomology, and of our own Society in

particular, have been greatly encourageil by the liberal offer of one

of our very best friends, the Rev. F. \\ . Hope, of two prizes of five

guineas each ; the first for the best Compendium of the works of

Entomologists of this country, and the second for the best Memoir
on the Insects injurious to Market-gardeners. The offer of these

prizes must prove to this Society tlie unabated interest that Mr.
Hope still continues to take in our proceedings, although obliged by

ill-health to absent himself from our meetings. I trust that his

health may be so far re-established as to enable him speedily to re-

turn to this country, and that he will again take an active part in

the management of our affairs. In regard to the first of the subjects

proposed as prizes, only one communication has been sent in for

competition, and the consideration of this is unavoidably postponed

until Mr. Hope shall have been communicated with on the subject.

In regard to the second prize no paper has been received.

The number of memoirs and written communications that have
been read to the Society during the past year amounts to twenty-

five; among which I may notice especially the Decade of new
Coleoptera from Assam, by Captain Parry ; and an exceedingly in-

teresting memoir on the Pulvilli of Flies, by our distinguished

honorary member, W. Spence, Esq. A most interesting subject

has also been communicated to us by Mr. Thrupp, on the Gy-
nandromorphism of Smerinthus popuU : an equally important, but
short communication was read at our last meeting on the repro-

duction of limbs in hexapod insects, of the family PhasmidtB, by
Mr. Fortnum, as communicated by letter to the Rev. F. \V. Hope.
I have also myself had the honour of reading to the Society a paper
on the existence of branchiae in the perfect state of a genus of neu-
ropterous insects, Pteronarcys, Newra.,—a condition of the respi-

ratory organs in perfect insects that it is exceedingly difficult to

explain. Mr. Fortnum’s communication, so precise in its details,

decides the question as to whether the reproduction of lost parts is

an occurrence common to the whole of the Articulata; ami it en-

tirely coincides with the fact, first announced by myself, to this

Society in November 1839, and which I have since confirmed by
many experiments, that reproduction of lost parts takes place in the

Myriapoda, as it has been long known to do in Crustacea and Arach
nida. These are subjects of high importance in natural history,

and to which I would most earnestly recommend our members to

direct their attention ; not merel}' on account of the great interest

of these matters as subjects of curiosity in the natural history of

insects
; but in consequence of their great value, as collateral aids, in

assisting us to undei’stand many of the more difficult laws in the

comparative anatomy and physiology of the whole animal creation.
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This, Gentlemen, is a sketch of our proceedings for the past year.
W hen I remind you that this is the tenth anniversary meeting of
our Society, perhap it may be well, before I proceed to notice the
state of our Collections of Insects, and also what has been done else-
where during the year, first briefly to direct your attention to what
we have done as a Society since our establishment in May 1833.
During this period, no less than 291 original papers and letters have
been read to the Society : 164 of these were in the first five years
and a half, and 127 in the second five years. Many of these papers
have very considerable merit, and a large proportion of them are
already printed in our Transactions. Of the whole number read to
the Society, the three volumes now completed contain 143 papers,
with 63 plates

; 24 in the first volume, 22 in the second, and 17 in the
third. Of the remaining 148 papers, 93 or 94 have been abstracted and
published in the Proceedings or printed elsewhere

; while there are
still from 50 to 60 on hand, awaiting consideration and our means
of publication, a large proportion of which are descriptive of new
species or genera. These facts. Gentlemen, deserve your attentive

consideration
; first, as proving that the Entomological Society of

London has not been an inactive body ; and secondly, as showing
that, notwithstanding the support it has long obtained from many
distinguished naturalists, it deserves, I again venture to assert, a
still more extended assistance than it has hitherto received from the

scientific men of this country. It has done more with its slender

means than many other wealthy societies. As regards the increasing

accumulation of papers, I do not know what course to propose to

you, that would ensure general satisfaction, other than that of abs-

tracting all papers that are merely descriptive of species, and pub-
lishing them in the Proceedings, in strict accordance with the reso-

lution formerly passed by the Council. If some such course as this

be not followed, I fear that our means may not enable us fo publish

sufficiently early to encourage entomologists to favour us with new
observations of practical importance, and thus mainly contribute to

the utility, and consequent prosperity, of the Society. These con-

siderations I beg most earnestly to press on your attention, as

matters on which our continued usefulness to science depends.

In regard to our Collections of Insects, 1 am happy to state that

some progress continues to be made in the arrangement of the

cabinets, and that a few specimens have been added during the last

year. For these we are indebted chiefly to Mr. F. Smith, and Mr.
Ince, and also to Miss Coombe of Cobham Park. To the politeness

of this lady the Society is also indebted for a very interesting nest

of Formica fuliginosa, that had been formed beneath the flooring

of a chamber in a cottage at Cobham. Our Secretary has also re-

ceived intimation from W. M. Tweedy, Esq., Secretary of the Royal

Institution of Cornwall, of the arrival of a case of insects, presented

to this Society, from Major Jenkins of Assam, and collected by him-

self at Gowhatti.

These are the donations that have been made to our own collec-

tion. You will be gratified to learn that most extensive additions

have been made to the collections in our great national establish-



inent, the British Museum. Tliese additions amount to no less

than 1 1 ,000 specimens during tlie past year. Considerable progress

has also been made in the arrangement of the cabinets, under the

able superintendence of our active member, J. E. Gray, Esq., the

head of the Zoological department. Some attention has also been
paid by myself, as an occasional visitor to the Museum, to the

naming and arrangement of the Myriapoda, which have been almost

entirely neglected, in this country, since the death of that able and
zealous founder of the class. Dr. Leach. Our friend Mr. Walton
has also contributed his knowledge in regard to the Curculionidaj

;

and I am satisfied that every other British naturalist would cheer-

fully do the same in aid of our great national establishment. But
while we are gratified to behold the assiduity with which the Ento-
mological Collection in the British Museum has been augmented,
and the many valuable donations that have been made to it,—an
assiduity that leads us to hope that it may hereafter stand forth un-

rivalled as a national collection, of which every Englishman may
be proud to boast,—we cannot, as members of the Entomological

Society, be unmindful of the necessity that exists of improving as

much as possible the collection in our own possession. I trust

that our honorary foreign and corresponding members will not

forget that they may constantly render us important service in this

respect, by transmitting to us such collections of rare or foreign

insects as they may be able to contribute. In this way tliey may
forward the interests of the Society, and science will be benefited

by their labours. We cannot hope, it is true, ever to acquire, or to

obtain means for the support of a collection equal to that for which
a portion of the funds of the nation is yearly set aside; but we
may, nevertheless, greatly improve that which forms the nucleus of

our Society. One portion of the collection which we already

possess we may indeed be proud of, and regard it as the foundation-

grant on which the Entomological Society of London is established.

I allude to the invaluable collection of insects, made during a long

life of active research, by our venerable Honorary President, the

Rev. William Kirby, who has been so justly described as “the
Father of British Entomology.” This collection, which our revered

President presented to the Society in 1835, shortly after our esta-

blishment, I hold to be of the greatest value. It has double claims

to our regard and protection ; first, from its containing, like the

Linnaean and Banksian cabinets, in the possession of the Linnajan

Society, nearly all the identical specimens from which a vast number
of species have been described ; and next, from the Entomological

Society having been selected, by the venerable and distinguished

collector himself, as I lately heard from his owi> lips, the best

place to which he could send it.” This expressed opinion of our

venerable President will, 1 trust, lead us ever to regard the collec-

tion as sacred, and never to be alienated so long as our Society has

existence. It is a matter of the highest importance to science that

individual collections should exist throughout the country in the

hands of various societies ; since they not only tend more exteu-
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sively to diffuse information, but stimulate to greater activity our
national establishments. Without this stimulus of competition, all

monopolies, all great accumulations of power,—whether of know-
ledge, of wealth, or other kinds of acquisition,—tend to become
inert, and of little value to their immediate possessors as well as to
the public at large. I do not apprehend tliat this inertness is at
present likely to occur in the natural-history department of the
British Museum, so long as it remains under the governance of its

present energetic head ; but I feel that we ought alwavs to look
forward, in public as well as in private life, to what is possible and
probable in the common course of events, and not merely to what is

likely to happen at the present day.

Before quitting this part of my subject I may remark, that one
great advantage which collections held by societies present to the
public, is the greater facility with which beneficial changes are
effected in their management than in the leviathan national esta-

blishments, which ever have been proverbially slow to admit salu-

tary alterations in their regulations.

I must now call your attention. Gentlemen, to what has been done
for Entomology during the year, at home and abroad, in the various

publications of societies and authors.

The first two volumes of that inimitable work, ‘ The Introduction

to Entomology,’ by our Honorary President and member, Messrs.

Kirby and Spence, have just passed through a sixth edition. These
two volumes have received very considerable additions, and include,

up to the time of their publication, the substance of the whole of

the facts connected with those parts of the structure and habits of

insects of which they treat. In this new edition the distinguished

authors have contributed a most valuable boon to the Entomology of

the present day, and have done that for the public and their work
which it would be well for science if the like were done more fre-

quently in the works of others. While endeavouring to give the

pith of the whole mass of information published, they have exercised

a careful and most laudable discrimination in selecting that which

they regard as incontrovertible fact, which is incorporated with the

text ;
while that which seems to require further investigation is

added in the form of notes. This is a labour that has required

great accuracy of discrimination, and it has been completed in an

admirable manner. Although it is impossible that any laudatory

remark of mine can in any way tend still further to elevate the cha-

racter of this excellent work, or the European reputation of its

authors, I do iiot hesitate to affirm my conviction that the ‘ Intro-

duction to Entomology’ will hand down their names to posterity as

those of the most distinguished British entomologists of the present

century. This work ought to form, as it doubtless will, part of the

library of every lover of science in the kingdom. It is my hope.

Gentlemen, and in this I am quite sure I am joined by every member

of our Society, that its distinguished authors may long continue to

live and enjoy the reputation they have so justly earned
;
and that

at many aii anniversary yet to come, we may have the happiness of
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congratulating ourselves and them on their continued health and
welfare.

Another work of a very different description, but still connected

with Entomology, has made its appearance during the past year. I

allude to the Hunterian Lectures on the Anatomy of the Inverte-

brata by Professor Owen, whom we are proud to claim as one

of our Society. Although unable to agree with the learned Hun-
terian Professor on many points treated of in these lectures, which

relate to the internal anatomy and functions of insects, I regard the

general plan of the whole as indicatory of most comprehensive and
philosophic views. The publication of these lectures, as of those

formerly delivered by Professor Grant, marks an epoch in the ad-

vancement of knowledge in this country, not merely of the general

anatomy of the Invertebrata, but especially of that and of the func-

tions of the Insecta, and other articulated classes.

A work entitled ‘ Animal Physiology,’ and intended to apply the

facts of natural history in familiar illustration of the functions of

life, has been published during the year by my friend Dr. Carpenter.

In this work the rich stores of entomological knowledge have been

largely drawn upon, and the valuable facts they supply have been
employed in popular illustration of important theories.

Of separate publications on Entomology there have been but few

during the past year, but many papers have appeared in the journals

of Natural History and the Transactions of societies.

Mr. Humphries’ work on British Lepidoptera has been continued,

for which he well deserves the thanks of entomologists. The accu-

racy of character with which the species are delineated will always

stamp this as an original and most useful production. It is expected

that it will be completed towards the close of this year.

Mr. Westwood also continues to publish his beautiful ‘ Arcana
Entomologica,’ a work that deserves more encouragement than it

appears hitherto to have received.

Of the papers that have been printed in the Transactions of

societies, I may notice first those in our own. There is one of con-

siderable interest by W. W. Saunders, Esq., on a moth destructive

til the cotton crops of India; and there are elaborate papers on
species by Messrs. Hope, Templeton, Waterhouse, Westwood and
Halliday.

In the Transactions of the Royal Society, Dr. Arthur Farre has

published an interesting and elaborate account of the anatomy of

the basilar joints of the smaller antennae of the Crustacea, which he
regards as the proper organs of hearing, and those of the external,

or larger antennae, as the organs of smell. I ought to mention, how-
ever, that according to M. Ilobineau-Desvoidy*, M. de Blainville

read to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, in February 1827, an

account of the internal anatomy of these parts, but regarded the

smaller antennae as those of smell, and the external, or larger, as

those of hearing.

A paper has also been published by myself, in the same part of

* Annates de la Societd Entomologique de France, tome onzieme, 1842,

p. xxiv.
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the Transactions of the Royal Society, on the anatomy and functions
ot the nervous system in the Myriapoda and Macrourous Arachnida,
and on the existence of a complete circulation of the blood in vessels
in these classes.

The part of the Transactions of the Zoological Society which has
just made its appearance contains an elaborate memoir, with two
plates, by Mr. Westwood, on the South-African species of the family
Tenebrionidae.

The Transactions of the Royal Agricultural Society contain the
completion of the valuable papers by Mr. Curtis on insects injurious
to the cultivation of turnip crops ; and others, under the signature
of Ruricola, have also been published by the same naturalist in

Professor Lindley’s ‘ Gardener’s Chronicle.’

Many other detached papers have been published in the different
journals of Natural History.

In the ‘ Annals and Magazine of Natural History,’ original papers
have appeared by Mr. Waterhouse on foreign Coleoptera

; Mr.
Denny on new species of Pulex and Ixodes ; Mr. White on Annulose
animals; Mr. Tulk on Phalangium

; Captain Hutton on the habits
of Galeodes ; and a paper by myself, read at the December meeting
of our Society, on the existence of branchiae in perfect insects of
the genus Pteronarcys.

In a new periodical, the ‘ Zoologist,’ commenced in the beginning
of last year, Mr. Waterhouse has given an interesting account of
the habits of Osmia atricapilla, and Mr. Smith has a paper on the
species and habits of British wasps, as well as a short account of
the capture of Clavigerfoveolatus in considerable numbers, in pairs,

in the nests of Formica Jlava, at Mickleham, in Surrey, in June
1843. Mr. Doubleday had taken a single specimen of this insect,

in the same locality, in the month of April of the same year, and
Mr. Westwood formerly took a single specimen in Oxfordshire.

Some valuable papers have been published by Mr. Goodsir in

the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, on new species of Crus-

tacea. I cannot here omit to notice the important additional con-

firmation given by this careful observer of the discovery of Mr. J.

V. Thomson, of the metamorphoses of the Crustacea, in opposition

to the views of Mr. Gray, Westwood and others.

A list of the Coleoptera of Northumberland has been published

in the journal of the Berwickshire Natural History Society.

Mr. Gray has also published some additional sheets of his ‘ Zoo-

logical Journal,’ which contain some new species of insects, from

the cabinets of the British Museum, by Edward Doubleday, Esq.

and Mr. A. White.

A new publication, indirectly connected with Entomology, has

recently appeared, under the title of the ‘ Physiological Journal,’ the

object of which is to bring under notice the new facts ascertained

by the microscope.

Another work, more closely connected with Entomology, has also

been announced, by the Rev. P. B. Brodie, on the fossil insects of

this countrJ^ The novelty and interest of the subject of this work

well entitle it to encouragement.
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Lastly, 1 may mention, as ])ublications connected with this coun-

try and embracing Entomology, the Tasmanian Journal of Hobart

Town, Van Diemen’s Land ;
and those of the Calcutta and Asiatic

Societies.

Before noticing the foreign publications on Entomology, I beg to

congratulate every lover of our science, and more especially our

friends in America, on the recent formation of the Entomological

Society of Pennsylvania. At the same time, I cannot help deplo-

ring the neglect which Dr. Harris, the best living entomologist of

that great continent, has experienced in the Harvard University of

Massachusetts. The chair of Natural History in that University

was established expressly for the entomologist, Dr. Peck, and the

people of Boston in the year 180.5 raised the sum of 31,000 dollars

for its support. Since the death of Peck, in 1822, Dr. Harris has

discharged a large portion of the duties of the appointment, until the

recent election of a successor to Peck in the person of a gentleman

distinguished only as a botanist. To mark our opinion of Dr.

Harris as an entomologist, and the regret we feel at his non-appoint-

ment to a chair created originally for an entomologist, and to which
he appears to have earned so just a title, I beg at our next meeting

to propose him for election as an honorary foreign member of this

Society.

Among the important foreign works now in the course of publi-

cation, there are several folio ones that contain numerous descrip-

tions of articulated animals. The chief of these are the ‘ Voyage
of the Bonite,’ with the Myriapoda, by Gervais ; the ‘ Voyage to

the South Pole and Southern Ocean,’ by Admiral D’Urville; the

‘Voyage to South America,’ by D’Orbigny, with descriptions of

the Crustacea and Insects by Edwards and Blanchard ; and the
‘ Natural History of the Canary Isles,’ by Blanchard, Brulle and
Lucas.

The ‘Dictionarj' of Natural History’ is still continued, and the

parts recently published contain numerous articles on the Articulata

by MM. Milne Edwards, Blanchard, Lucas, Gervais and other ento-

mologists. De Haan also is still publishing his splendid work on
the ‘ Zoology of the Dutch Possessions in the East Indies ’

;
and

Stlirm has produced a fine work, or as he describes it, ‘ A Catalogue

of Coleoptera.’ Amyot and Serville have published a volume on
the Hemiptera

;
and Meyer has produced jiart of another work on

the Hemiptera of Switzeiland. Besides these more ponderous
volumes, our foreign member, M. Pictet, continues his beautiful

and laborious production on the Aquatic Neuroptera. A work by
M. Forster has also appeared on the Chalcididae

;
and the long-

announced Iconography, with descriptions of the genei-a and species

of articulated animals, by M. Guerin Meneville, has been com-
menced, and bids fair to be a work of sterling value. The same
indefatigable entomologist still continues his useful ‘ Magazine of

Natural History ;
’ and many interesting papers, chiefly on new

genera and species, are continued to be published in the Annals of

the Entomological Society of France.
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I ought more especially to mention that an excoediTigly valuable

memoir on the Poduridm has been published by the Abbe Bourlet.

This is highly acceptable, from the fact that we know but very little

indeed of the animals of this much-neglected class. For all that

concerns the English and Irish species, we are indebted to Dr.

Leach, and to our own corresponding member, Mr. Templeton. An

interesting memoir on the habits of tlie genus Sirex, of Fabricius,

has appeared from the pen of the Marquis Spinola ; and also another,

entitled ‘ Observations on the Natural Characters of the Vesparia.’

Dr. Passerini has given a second memoir on the habits of Scolia,

and a short account of insects injurious to the cultivation of the

olive. Lastly, I have to bring more particularly to the notice of this

Society an invaluable paper by our honorary foreign member, M.

Milne Edwards, and Dr. Dumas, on the production of wax by the

^*^t1os paper, the result of the combined labours of two of the

most distinguished scientific men of France, I regard as the most

valuable combination of entomological knowledge with practical

science that has taken place during the last year. It is indeed of

the highest possible value, and induces me now to trespass a little

longer on your attention with a few remarks on the manner in

which as in this admirable paper, the facts of entomology may be

made truly useful, and contribute to the advancement of general

scignee* . I*

There is little need that I should dw'ell on the importance of a

knowledge of the habits of insects to the agriculturist, the

culturist, and all who are directly engaged in the cultivation of the

soil, in reference to the first great requisite of life, the production

of food The value of Entomology, m this respect, is already gene-

rallv acknowledged ;
but there are other departments of science in

which its value is yet unknown, or only just beginning to be appre-

ciated; and yet even in these it may hereafter prove highly im-

^°The*’great object of all scientific research is the welfare and im-

provement of mankind. All inquiries that tend to this o^ect, how-

ler remotely connected with it, deserve the attention of the phi-

losopher and^ the philanthropist. Observations on the habits and

economy of insects, independently of their immediate connexion

with the cultivation of the soil, are of high importance with refer-

ence to our arts and manufactures ;
and are ya uable, not mere j

individual enterprise, but to the commerce of the whole world. I he

dve the wax, tlie silk contribute to the riches and comfort of thou-

Snds, and even supply means of existence to tens of thousands

vet the value and most successful cultivation of these can only be

improved by attention to the habits of the diiiiinulive cieatures j

winch thev are produced. In like manner, attention to the habits, and

• nn flip functions of these “ miniatures of creation, be-
experiments

.
^ the knowledge of the entomologist

in
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vital laboratories ;
or, on the other hand, is employed in assisting to

guide the diminutive scalpel, or the eye of the comparative, anato-

mist and physiologist, in his microscopic investigations of struc-

ture or function. Entomological knowledge unapplied and alone,

like that of many other pursuits, may perhaps be of little absolute

value; but when combined with that of the chemist, the physi-

ologist or the anatomist, it leads to a result of the highest possible

importance to mankind,—the right understanding of the great laws

of life in health and disease, which alone enables the physician to

apply his experience with success in restoring to us that which is

more valuable than all the comfort that riches or luxury can con-

tribute.

MM. Edwards and Dumas’ paper on the production of wax is in

striking accordance with these views.

A theory has been promulgated by the justly celebrated Professor

of Chemistry at Giessen, Dr. Liebig, that the constituents of the food

of animals, when taken into the system, during the processes of

digestion and nutrition, undergo a peculiar modification, the result

of which is the production of substances, through the agency of

special organs, totally different in the proportions of their chemical

constituents from those of the materials from which they have been

derived. A proof of this change was pointed out by Liebig as

afforded in the production of wax by the honey-bee, as in the ex-

periments of Huber, recently confirmed by Gundlach, in which the

bees were fed only on sugar. But it was objected by many distin-

guished chemists that there was no <i\rectproof in these experiments ;

as the constituents of wax might have been collected by the bees

before they were confined for experiment, and stored up in their

own bodies, or that the wax might be derived from the fat of their

bodies, which, in the proportions of its ultimate constituents, is very

similar to wax. To put these objections to the test, MIM. Milne
Edwards and Dumas jointly undertook to repeat the experiments.

They first ascertained by analysis the quantity of fatty matter in the

bodies of a given number of bees, and the quantity of waxy matter
accidentally contained in the honey with which they were fed, during

confinement. The result of the experiments proved that the quan-
tity of wax produced in a given period by each bee exceeded very

nearly three times the combined amount of waxy matter contained

in the food, and of fat in the body of each bee at the commence-
ment of the experiment, besides a large amount of fat still contained

in its body at the close. These experiments most incontrovertibly

prove that the constituents of the wax could not have pre-existed in

the bodies of the bees ; but that wax is a true formation, the result

of changes which the constituents of the food undergo, through the

agency of special organs, during the process of nutrition.

So again experiments on the functions of insects, when combined
with anatomical examination of their particular structures, and com-
pared with the'vital phaenomena and structure of analogous parts in

our own bodies, and the higher animals in general, lead us to

equally important results.
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Although it is difficult to speak of one’s own pursuits, as leading
to opinions and conclusions that may hereafter prove of any im-
portance on great questions, without subjecting oneself to the
charge of egotism, I cannot better illustrate the value I attach to
entomological knowledge, in reference to the functions of life in the
higher animals, than by briefly alluding to some results to which I

have been led by it during the past year.

A theory was promulgated some years since by Dr. Marshall
Hall, with whom I was then in constant communication, that certain
movements which take place in the bodie.s of decapitated animals,
and also corresponding movements in our own bodies in certain
states of health and disease, are entirely independent of sensation or
mental consciousness, and consequently also of volition on the part
of the animal ; that no pain or sensation of distress is experienced
by the object under certain circumstances, and that the movements
which then take place are not the result of an act of volition. This
great question is one of vast importance in the treatment of disease.

Although I assisted Dr. Hall in most of his experiments on the lower
Vertebrata, from which he formed his opinions, and was perfectly

satisfied of the accuracy of the experiments themselves, I could not,

from them, arrive with him at the same conclusions, because these
involved others connected with anatomical structure which then
seemed difficult of explanation. It had already been proved by Sir

Charles Bell that each nervous fibre is capable of ministering only
to one special function ; and no anatomical structure had then been
detected, to account for the phaenomena in Dr. Hall’s experiments,

excepting those which Bell had shown are connected directly with
the great centre of sensation and volition, the brain. Recent ex-

periments and examinations of structure in insects have, however,
now convinced me of the existence in them of a structure capable

of explaining the phaenomena in Dr. Hall’s experiments on the Ver-
tebrata, and consequently also by analogy, the occurrence of similar

phaenomena in our own bodies. To these results I have been led

entirely by an examination of the structures and experiments on
the functions of insects.

These facts. Gentlemen, induce me, in concluding, to recommend
to you most strongly the employment of the microscope. But in

doing this I would remind the young observer of the great difficulty

and hazard he will at first be subjected to in forming correct

opinions, when it is necessary for him to employ the highest powers

of the instrument. This applies to examinations both of external

and internal structure. The examination of external structure is

indeed easy, even with the highest powers, when compared with

that of the internal. This arises from the parts being almost in-

variably in their original position, M'hich is not the case in our ex-

aminations of internal structure. Hence, in the latter we have need

to exercise a power of cautious discrimination in detecting correctly

what is a natural condition, and what appearances ai*e the result of

mechanical manipulation, what produced by re-agents, and what

are merely optical illusions. If the young observer be not fully
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acquainted with these sources of error, and has not soinetiung more
than a superficial knowledge of his subject, he may fall into tlie

grossest absurdities. He may deny facts already admitted by the

most experienced, and make pseudo-discoveries which the vividness

of his fancy can multiply to any extent.

With these remarks. Gentlemen, I must close this lengthened

aildress, thanking you for the patience with which you have listened

to its details, and hoping that the study of Entomology may every-

where continue to be advanced, and the facts it supplies be applied

to forward the common cause of science. At our next anniversary

I trust we shall be able to congratulate ourselves on the still further

advancement of Entomology.

And now. Gentlemen, before resigning the chair, I hope you will

indulge me for a moment if I turn to a favourite study of my idler

hours, and sketch for the Society a scutcheon which I flatter m}'self

may be deemed not unemblematic of its high character and noble

objects.

In heraldic phrase, then, the field on which our Society is esta-

blished is the unblemished love of truth and natural science, charged
with the emblem of all that is most excellent in social life,—activity

of pursuit, constancy of application, utility of labour, and unanimity

of object; headed by the honourable desire of leading to that which
is valuable by that which affords us recreation and pleasure. Hence
we might faiily take for our scutcheon,—on a shield argent, three

honey-bees volant, sable ; on a cliief, azure, a stylops volant, of the

first, eyed, of the second ; and for crest, on a wreath of the colours

a Styhps Kirbii displayed, azure ; and engrave for our motto,

—

Veritas, Voluptas, Utilitas.

George Newport.

Anniversary Meeting of the Entomological Society of London,
January 22, 1844'.

Resolved,—“ That the thanks of the Meeting are due to the

President for his Address, and that he be requested to allow the

same to be printed for distribution amongst the members of the

Entomological Society.”

J. O. Westwood.
Secretary.

Priii(ed liy Richard and John E. Taylor, Red Llon-court, Fl»et-*(r«ct.




